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Introduction
Under a scientific point of view, wine is a microbiologically 

originated molecular cocktail. Grape’s chemical composition 
can be considered the very beginning of wine flavor and it has 
been broadly investigated, in order to understand the complex 
texture of the volatile compounds at the base of wine aroma. 
Wine features are generally summarized as visual, olfactory 
and gustative, contributing to form the general beverage aroma 
[1] that roots into different molecules classes dissolved into 
the wine solution. They can be categorized as varietal aromas 
(from grape), fermentative aromas (from both malolactic and 
alcoholic fermentation) and ageing aromas (from storage/ageing 
conditions). Most wine aroma molecules, including the varietal 
ones, are synthesized or secreted during the productive process 
and derived from bacterial metabolic activity. Moreover, it has to 
be said that wine fermentation takes place thanks to a multispecies 
machinery and the different involved microorganisms can be 
assembled in the wine grape microbiome [2,3]. This bacterial 
populations origin from vineyards and their composition and 
activity are therefore dependent on grape variety, agronomical 
practices and geographic feature, giving to enological specialists 
a brand-new concept of terroir [4-6]. With that in mind, it is not  
far-fetched to hypothesize that wine aroma can somewhat be 
predicted on the base of grape’s microbiological profile [3]. It is 
generally known that most of the fermentation-derived molecules  

 
have high sensory thresholds, so that they cannot contribute 
as single compounds to the give the beverage a clear sensorial  
distinction, but their combination makes up an aroma matrix. 
On the other hand, most of the sensory incisive molecules can be 
found at low concentrations in both wines and grapes and thanks 
to their minimal perception thresholds they possess a decisive 
impact on the general wine aroma [7]. 

Lactic Acid Bacteria
Lactic acid bacteria are a pivotal group in the context of wine 

production, since they carry the machinery for decarboxylation 
of malic acid to lactic acid, i.e. the malolactic fermentation, that 
in the most of cases occurs after the alcoholic one. This key 
role process, needed mostly for red wines, makes them more 
palatable. In fact, it greatly reduces the malate-derived sour taste 
and gives both enhanced aroma texture and microbiological 
firmness. Although Oenococcus oeni is the main species found 
in spontaneous malolactic fermentations, certain Lactobacillus 
strains (e.g. Lactobacillus plantarum) have been proved to be 
fitting into complete this peculiar fermentation [8-10]. Moreover, 
malolactic fermentation often varies the sensory features of wines 
by secreting diacetyl (2,3-butanedione) and other citrate-derived 
carbonyl molecules at rather high concentrations, contributing to 
the buttery aroma within the beverage [11,12].
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Ageing
Lastly, ageing is a crucial step in the final taste-olfactory 

features of wines and, although it is generally related to red 
ones, is now also linked to both rosé and white wines. Ageing 
the beverage in oak barrels infuse it with wood-related 
aromatic compounds mainly furfural molecules [13]. During 
this step a whole variety of microbial-derived substances, (e.g. 
polysaccharides, peptides or free amino acids) contribute too [14-
16]. They come from lees (namely both dead bacteria and yeasts) 
that contains active enzymes that act on wine even during storage, 
in fact they are usually intentionally used within the wine industry 
[17-19]. This process does not exclude spoilage because of the 
presence of ethanol-tolerant microorganisms (e.g Brettanomyces 
bruxellensis) that can synthesize elevated quantities of ethyl 
phenols, which give wine the undesirable medicinal and meaty 
flavors [20]. In this context, this review aims to integrate the 
current knowledge about the role of microorganisms, mainly 
yeasts and lactic acid bacteria, in wine aroma and their potential 
use as biological tools to enhance wine quality. Furthermore, 
the conversion of aroma compounds by oral microbiota during 
wine consumption is considered. Finally, the advent of promising 
opportunities and challenges allowed by genomics on wine yeasts 
and bacteria research is also discussed.

Oral Bacteria Contribution in Wine Flavors
Wine flavors free their selves once beverage is spilled in a glass, 

but the perception of them greatly differs between individuals, 
mainly due to differences in taste buds, olfactory sensitivity (i.e. 
receptors expression), allergies, smoking habits and sensorial 
memory [21]. It has to be said that a subtler set of factors works to 
personalize aroma perception, thanks to the different sets of oral 
bacteria present in each individual. It has been in fact demonstrated 
that, in humans, microbiota’s alpha factor significantly varies 
between subjects, relying on a multifactorial basis [22]. To be 
olfactory sensed, molecules must be pass from liquid to gas phase 
either in the glass or in mouth, but they are usually bound to sugar 
molecules. Interestingly, human saliva carries enzymes that act 
breaking bonds with sugars, for instance salivary amylase [23], 
and as soon as wine mixes with saliva, such chemical reactions 
take place and the newly formed beverage’s gaseous phase can 
follow the so called Retropharyngeal Path and be sensed as a 
smell [24]. Saliva causes other variations on wine molecules [25] 
due to other enzymes and proteins, in fact the basic acid reaction 
that occurs when wine pH from 3 to 4 [26] mixes to saliva fairly 
neutral pH [27] causes a shift in chemical form of many molecules 
potentially bringing them from un-aromatic to aromatic or the 
other way around. This could be the reason that explains why a 
wine’s flavor perception is different after swallowing if compared 
with the olfactory exam one. Importantly, saliva composition can 
broadly vary. According to [28], while tasting and evaluating a 
white wine, saliva belonging to obese individuals released fewer 
aroma molecules if compared with normal weight people, in  
fact esters and acetates were released with a reduction ranging f 

rom to 40 to 60%. Thus, either body mass index or genetical 
predisposition to obesity could be key factors to differences in 
aroma sensing. Besides, oral bacteria are responsible to synthesize 
a fraction of salivary enzymes (different kinds, dependent on the 
microorganism type) [29], so it is safe to infer that microbiota 
profile could play an important part in the described process. 
According to [30-32], exposing bacteria from three different 
human oral cavities to odorless glycosides extracted from grape, 
different results were observed about aromatic molecules release. 
In fact, while a subject strongly sensed linalool (i.e. a floral and 
spicy molecule), the others did not, because their bacteria were 
not able to enzymatically provoke the same phenomenon.
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